SHLAA
A Site Evaluation Form

Strateegic Housing Land
d Avaailabiliity
Assesssmen
nt ‐ Site Evaluatio
on Critteria
A. Asseessmentt of Suittability
i. Major p
planning considera
c
ations
Criteria

Purpose
e

Assessment
A

Green Belt

The NPP
PF seeks to maintain the oppenness of the
e Green
Belt by restricting ina
appropriate deevelopment. Very
V
c
s need to be ddemonstrated
d as to
special circumstances
why devvelopment wo
ould outweighh the harm. Green Belt
boundaries can be re
eviewed in excceptional
circumsstances througgh the preparaation of a Loccal Plan.
PF requires grreat weight too be given to
The NPP
conservving the landsccape and scennic beauty of Areas
A
of
Outstan
nding Natural Beauty.
Develop
pment should seek to enha nce the signifficance of
Conservvation Areas and
a make a poositive contrib
bution.

nside Green BBelt = RED
In
Outside
O
Green Belt = GREEN
N

Area of
Outstanding
uty
Natural Beau
Conservation
n
Area

European /
National
Wildlife Site

Special
Landscape Arrea
/ Area of
Restraint
Flood Risk

Heritage Asseets

Local Wildlifee
Site

Major
Infrastructuree

Minerals and
d
Waste

The NPP
PF affords sign
nificant protecction to these
e
importaant wildlife habitats includinng RAMSAR, NNR,
N
SAC, SSSSI and Ancientt Woodland. D
Development that
causes harm
h
to the geological and conservation
n value of
such sites should not be permittedd.
The Corre Strategy inccludes specificc policies to re
esist
develop
pment in areas deemed to bbe of important local
landscape value and character. Deevelopment sh
hould not
m to these areeas.
cause siignificant harm
The NPP
PF sets out a sequential
s
appproach to
develop
pment with the aim to stee r developmen
nt away
from areeas of highestt risk.

The NPP
PF seeks to co
onserve heritaage assets in a manner
approprriate to their significance.
s
SSubstantial harm or
loss to Scheduled
S
Mo
onuments, Reggistered Histo
oric Parks
and Garrdens, and Listted Buildings should be excceptional
or wholly exceptional.
In additional to nationally importa nt sites, Warw
wickshire
dentified sitess of local wildlife value.
County Council has id
pment should not significanntly affect the
e
Develop
biodiverrsity value of these
t
sites.
Develop
pment should avoid affectinng or being afffected
by majo
or existing and
d proposed inffrastructure (e.g.
route off High Speed 2,
2 high pressuure gas pipelin
nes, high
voltage electricity cab
bles).
Develop
pment should not affect sit es allocated or
o
safeguarded for mine
erals extractioon or waste
M
and W
Waste Local Plan.
P
manageement in the Minerals
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In
nside AONB = RED
Adjacent
A
to AO
ONB = AMBER
R
Outside
O
AONB = GREEN
In
nside Conservvation Area = RED
R
Adjacent
A
to Coonservation Arrea = AMBER
Not
N inside or aadjacent to Co
onservation
Area
A
= GREEN
In
nside protecteed site = RED
Adjacent
A
to prootected site = AMBER
Not
N inside or aadjacent to pro
otected site
= GREEN
nside SLA or A
AoR = RED
In
Outside
O
SLA orr AoR = GREEN
N

Entirely or mosstly inside Flood Risk Zone
2 or 3 = RED
e 2 or 3 =
Partly inside Fl ood Risk Zone
AMBER
A
Outside
O
Flood Risk Zone 2 or 3 = GREEN
In
nside heritagee asset = RED
Adjacent
A
to heeritage asset = AMBER
Not
N inside or aadjacent to he
eritage asset
= GREEN
nside LWS = RRED
In
Adjacent
A
to LW
WS = AMBER
Not
N inside or aadjacent to LW
WS = GREEN
nfrastructure ccrosses substantial part of
In
siite = RED
In
nfrastructure ccrosses small part of site
or adjacent to it = AMBER
Not
N affected = GREEN
nerals or
Entirely or mosstly inside Min
Waste
W
allocatioon/safeguarded area =
RED
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Partly inside or adjacent to Minerals or
Waste allocation/safeguarded area =
AMBER
Not inside or adjacent to Minerals or
Waste allocation/safeguarded area =
GREEN

ii. Other planning considerations
Criteria

Comment

Assessment

Access to site
(vehicles)

Is there access to the site from the road network that is
likely to meet highway standards?

Access to site
(walking and
cycling)
Accessibility to
Local Facilities

Is there access to the site for pedestrians and cyclists?

No access to site = RED
Major works required = AMBER
Minor works required = GREEN
No access to site = RED
Major works required = AMBER
Minor works required = GREEN
Beyond 800m/10mins = RED
Within 800m/10mins = AMBER
Within 400m/5mins = GREEN
Not accessible to service = RED
Accessible to infrequent (ie. less than
hourly) service = AMBER
Accessible to frequent service = GREEN
Adjacent to minor road only = RED
Adjacent to B road = AMBER
Adjacent to A road = GREEN
PROW crosses site = RED
PROW runs along edge of site = AMBER
No PROW across or adjacent to site =
GREEN
Significant contribution = RED
Moderate contribution = AMBER
Minor / no contribution = GREEN
Poor relationship = RED
Reasonable relationship = AMBER
Good relationship = GREEN
Significant contribution = RED
Moderate contribution = AMBER
Minor / no contribution = GREEN
Significant impact = RED
Moderate impact = AMBER
Minor / no impact = GREEN
Significant impact = RED
Moderate impact = AMBER
Minor / no impact = GREEN
High & High‐Medium sensitivity = RED
Medium & Medium‐Low sensitivity =
AMBER
Low sensitivity = GREEN
Grade 1 or 2 = RED
Grade 3a or partly Grade 1 or 2 = AMBER
Grade 3b, 4 or 5 / not relevant = GREEN
Inside non‐designated asset = RED
Outside non‐designated asset = GREEN

Public
Transport

Is the site within reasonable walking distance of local
services and facilities (eg. shop, school, doctor’s
surgery)?
Is the site accessible to public transport services
(400m/5mins to bus or 800m/10mins to rail)?

Relationship to
Highway
Network
Public Right of
Way (PROW)

Is the site well located in respect of the road network
and vehicle movements?

Coalescence

Settlement
Form

Does the site form an important contribution to defining
and maintaining the separate identity of the
settlement?
Is the site well‐related to and capable of being
integrated into the existing built form?

Settlement
Character

Does the site form an important contribution to the
character of the settlement?

Neighbouring
Amenity

Would development of the site significantly impact
upon the amenity of neighbouring occupiers (eg.
overlooking etc.)?
Is the site affected by neighbouring uses (eg. noise,
lighting, odour, etc.)?

Neighbouring
Land Uses

Is the site affected by a Public Right of Way?

Landscape
Sensitivity

Is the site within a landscape that is sensitive to change
as a result of development? (NB. see Landscape
Sensitivity studies)

Agricultural
Land
Classification
Non‐
designated
Heritage Asset
Natural
Features

Is the site classified as being the best and most versatile
agricultural land?
The NPPF seeks to conserve heritage assets in a manner
appropriate to their significance, including non‐
designated features of historic and cultural importance.
There may be a range of features on the site that are
valuable for their habitats but are not designated.
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Significant impact = RED
Moderate impact = AMBER
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Minor / no impact = GREEN
Tree
Preservation
Orders (TPO)
Contaminated
Land

Trees provide amenity value and are an important
feature of the townscape and landscape and should be
retained.
Is the site likely to be affected by contaminated land (eg.
petrol filling stations, industrial land etc.)?

Pollution

Is the site likely to be affected by sources of pollution
(eg. road, railway, business uses)?

Previously
Developed
Land
Site Assembly

Is the site previously developed, ie. brownfield?

Site
Topography
and Shape

Are there any constraints to assembling the site for
development (eg. multiple ownerships)?
Does the physical nature of the site constrain
development?

TPO within site = RED
No TPO within site = GREEN
Contamination identified = RED
Potential contamination = AMBER
Contamination unlikely = GREEN
Significant impact = RED
Moderate impact = AMBER
Minor / no impact = GREEN
Greenfield land = RED
Residential garden land = AMBER
Brownfield land = GREEN
Significant constraint = RED
Potential constraint = AMBER
No known constraint = GREEN
Significant constraint = RED
Moderate constraint = AMBER
Minor / no constraint = GREEN

B. Assessment of Availability
Criteria

Comment

Assessment

Current Use

There is a presumption against the loss of land in
employment, community or leisure use, including public
open space.
Is there an intention by the landowner to sell/develop
and is there a developer in place to bring the site
forward for development?
Are there any legal issues (eg. multiple land ownerships,
ransom strips) that may affect the site coming forward
for development?
Has the landowner been identified?

In active use = RED
Agricultural / forestry use = AMBER
Vacant / undeveloped = GREEN
No known intention to develop = RED
Site promoted = AMBER
Developer in place = GREEN
Yes = RED
Unknown = AMBER
No = GREEN
Unknown = RED
Known but no contact = AMBER
Known with contact = GREEN

Intentions

Legal

Ownership

C. Assessment of Achievability
Criteria

Comment

Assessment

Local Market
Analysis

Is there demand within the local market for the site to
sell?

SHLAA History

Has the site been assessed in earlier version of the
SHLAA?

Planning
History

Does the planning history of the site provide any
indication as to its suitability for development?

Likely poor market conditions = RED
Likely marginal market conditions =
AMBER
Likely good market conditions = GREEN
Rejected = RED
Inside Broad Location = AMBER
With potential = GREEN
Not previously assessed = GREY
Permission refused on fundamental
grounds = RED
Permission refused on detailed grounds
= AMBER
No relevant history = GREY
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Viability

Is development currently considered economically
viable?

Not viable = RED
Likely to be viable = AMBER
Viable = GREEN

Overall Assessment
Criteria

Comment

Assessment

Availability
Suitability ‐
Environmental

Has the landowner (or other party) informed the District
Council that the site is available for development?
Are there any environmental constraints to the
development of the site?

Suitability ‐
Technical

Are there any technical constraints to the development
of the site?

Achievability

Is development of the site achievable based on
marketability, viability and previous history?

Overall
Deliverability

Is development of the site deliverable taking into
account environmental and technical constraints and
availability?

No = RED
Yes = GREEN
Significant constraints = RED
Moderate constraints = AMBER
Minor / no constraints = GREEN
Significant constraints = RED
Moderate constraints = AMBER
Minor / no constraints = GREEN
Significant constraints = RED
Moderate constraints = AMBER
Minor / no constraints = GREEN
Not deliverable = RED
Likely to be deliverable = AMBER
Definitely deliverable = GREEN
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